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Advances In Material Modeling of Concrete 

Zdenek P. Balant 
The Technological Institute. Nonltwestern University. Evanston, IL USA 

ABSTRACT 

The paper gives a survey of the principal advances in aaterial research in 
concrete presented at nine internationel conferences on Structural Me~hanics 
in Reactor Technology since their inception in 1971. The.survey foeuses on 
nonlinear triaxial constitutive aodels, cracking and strain-softening 
da.age, fracture, creep, hydrothermal deforaations, heat transfer and 
moisture transfer. Although the survey is far from exhaustive, several 
fundamental advances are identified and discussed in some detail, although 
in nonmathematical terms. One hundred references are included. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The tenth International Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor 
Technology (SMiRT) in Los Angeles is a ailestone at which it is fitting to 
look back and appraise the evolution that has taken place in our 
understanding of the mechanical behavior of materials since the first 
conference in Berlin in 1971. The accomplishments, however, are too 
numerous, the subject too vast. Therefore, the present lecture, which is 
sponsored by Divisions Q and L of the Society, will focus on the mechanical 
behavior of concrete, and the broad and important field of metals will be 
relegated to a separate survey planned for the subsequent conference. The 
exposition whieh follows will include some general reflections on the 
historical evolution, as well as more detailed discussion of some seleeted 
highlights and interesting points dealing with nonlinear triaxial behavior, 
failure eriteria, cracking, fraeture, damage, creep, shrinkage, thermal 
strains, moisture and thermal effects, and diffusion. The references and 
bibliography will be limited to the contribut!ons presented at SKiRT 
conferences as well as the closely connected journal Nuclear Engineering and 
Design in which many SMiRT conference contributions were published in 
greater detail. No claim is made for exhaustiveness of this literature 
survey; in fact, those authors who are not quoted will still be in good 
company. 

2. SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE EVOLUTION SINCE THE FIRST CONFERENCE 

Many of us still vividly remember the feeling of excitement at the first 
conference in Berlin, 1971. Thomas Jaeger gathered there the most 
impressive assembly of experts, and it seemed that if only their knowledge 
of material behavior were translated into finite element programs which had 
just become available, all the mechanics problems of design could be readily 
answered. However, this did not turn out to be the case, mainly because of 
the complexities of material modeling. The pitfalls of material softening 
after passing the peak stress (or the so-called failure envelope) were 
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as if th.y act.d on the .ntir. cross s.ction of the structur. 
instantan.ously. n.gl.cting diffusion. while for the purpose of shrinkage 
calcul.tion the .igration of moisture va.' d.scrib.d by lin •• r diffusion 
th.ory. Eff.ct. of v.ry high t •• p.r.tur.s on concr.te v.r. ignor.d. The 
only siz •• ff.ct in structur.l r.spons. was thought to b. statistical. V. 
have inde.d come a long way from these simplistic concept •• as the following 
discussion will try to document. 

The advanc.s of the res.arch community in concr.t. were without d.lay 
reflect.d at the SKiRT conf.r.nc ••• as v.ll as .timulat.d by th... although 
the i.portant role of oth.r ••• tings and .sp.cially workshops must not b. 
ov.rlooked. Throughout the 1970·s. the progr ••• vas primarily driv.n by the 
n.eds of the .xpanding nuclear power progr .... vhich ju.tifi.d lavish 
funding. Later, the thru.t of r •••• reh .hifted fro. d •• lgn for •• rvice 
conditions to •• f.ty .v.luations. '11l1s forced •• rious .ttention to be p.id 
to fr.cture mechanic ••• p.cts and post-p •• k .n.rgy dis.ip.tion. •• v.ll .s 
the .ffects of v.ry high temper.ture •• xposure to liquid sodium or molten 
steel •• tc. In r.cent y •• rs. despite the generally acknowledg.d nece.sity 
of nucl •• r pow.r, .nd bec.u.e of politic.l pressures .nd choice. made 
possible by v.ry succ.s.ful .n.rgy cons.rvation. we have •• en • r.tr.nchment 
in public funding in nucle.r reactor rese.rch. Fortunately. hov.v.r. the 
community of r •••• rch.r. formerly .upported by nucl •• r r •• ctor programs 
continu.d to r.ceive funds for basic and .pplied r •• earch in concrete which 
is useful to many technologies and obj.ctive •• nuclear power included. Thus. 
even .t present we vitn.ss a rapid .volution in material modeling of 
concr.t •• which will make it possible to design better and safer structures 
for nuclear reactors when the need for furth.r .xpansion becomes in.vitable. 

3. NONLINEAR TRIAXIAL BEHAVIOR AND FAIWRE CRITERIA 

The failure surf.c. of concr.te vas relatively well known .lr •• dy .t SKiRTl; 
e.g. Janda (I); formul.s h.ve been given for the rounded triangul.r sh.pe of 
the daviatoric cross section. causing the tensile and coapr.ssion m.ridians 
in the volumetric (R.nduli~) cross s.ction to be non-coincident (Fig. 1). as 
.videnced by the test r.sults of Launay and Gachon (2). The biaxial failure 
.nvelope. at various valu.s of the third stress were .lso known. How.ver. 
it was not re.lly known how to rel.te these failure surfaces to stress
strain relations and how to take into account the path dependenee of 
concrete. Considerable complexiti.s were later revealed by various new 
types of tests. e.g. on cubical triaxial specimens; Aschl and Koosecker (3); 
Valente (4); Robutti et al. (5); Ohnuma and Aoyagi (7); Vatabe et al. (8). 
etc. 

The first nonlinear incremental triaxial stress-strain relations were based 
on classical plasticity. especially the Drucker-Prager yield criterion, 
coupled with normality. However soon a variety of other approaches 
appeared. Description of a broad variety of test data was achieved in 1975 
by Batant (9) and coworkers. who developed for concrete the endochronic 
theory, extending ideas advanced previously for metals by Schapery and 
especially Valanis (Fig. 2). Other nonlinear triaxial models later appeared 
and achieved approximately the same closeness of fit of the existing data. 
These inclu~~d the plastic-fracturing theory. which extended Dougill's 
previous idea for strain-space plasticity total strain models, and 
incr.mental orthotropic models. '11le latter on.s howev.r fell out of favor 
in recent years after a criticism of their problems with the form invariance 
restrictions. The incremental plasticity continued to be improved by 
~efinements of the loading surfaces arid the flow rule. An excellent 
description of a variety of test results has recently been achieved in the 
1987 plasticity model by Chern et al., which introduced the volumetric cross 
section in the form of an expanding and shrinking slanted ellipse. In view 
of earthquake effects, and also in view of the shift of attention to the 
analysis of nuclear accidents, models for cyclic hysteretic stress-strain 
relations were formulated and rate effects introduced; e.g. Chen and Fardis 
(10); Soon, Buyukozturk and Einstein (11); Vang and Subia (12); Suaris and 
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Fig. 1 
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Deviatoric (top) and volumetric (bottom) sections of the failure 
surface of concrete as presented by Janda (1). 
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Fig. 2 Example of an early representation of a broad range of multiaxial 
stress-strain curves and failure' envelopes by endochronic theory, 
presented in 1975 at SKiRT3 (9). 
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Shah (13); libl and Curbach (14); and Zeller (lS). Numerical ad9an~ase. and 
difficulties of various con.titutive model. 'were inteneely discus.ed.t 
SKiRT confer.nc... Problems ral.ted to st.bility. conversence .nd 
continuity of respon •• wer. det.ct.d .nd p.rti.lly handled first for the 
endochronic theory and l.t.r for pl.sticity without norm.lity .s well .s 
other models. 

After two dec.de. of r •••• reb. it ••••• that further iaprove.ent. in the 
.forementioned nonline.r triaxi.l aodels. which .. y be needed especi.lly if 
new test results app.ar for various DODproportional loadinss. will be very 
difficult to .chi.ve. This is prob.bly true not only of classical 
plasticity but .lso of the plastic-fr.cturing .od.ls and the endochronic 
theory, as well as the continuua daaage .. chanica models, which appeared on 
the scene recently. The reason ~s that all the.e .odels are tensorial and 
essentially phenomenologic. ignoring the pheno .. na which cause inel •• tic 
behavior in the micro.tructure. Therefore, the promi •• of further progre.s 
probably li.s in micromechanic. aodeling, which is stapler (aontensorial) 
and can take into .ccount allr.g.te (particl.) interactions and cr.cking. 
separating the phenomena occurring in the microstructure on plan.s of 
various orientations. 

Although some .spects of micromechanics were discussed sinee the fir.t 
conferenc.; •. g. Vittaann and Zaitsev (16), the subject did not take off 
until recently. Aid.d by a powerful computer. Roelfstra (17). and Wittmann 
and Roelfstra (18), achieved a .uch better understanding of the 
micromechanism of inelastic b.h.vior by their finite element analysis of 
stresses and deformations in the microstructure. Consider.bl. pot.ntial is 
no doubt off.r.d by rigid p.rticle .odels of the type introduced first by 
Cundall for s.nds, which were recently gen.raliz.d for concrete; e.g. by 
Zubelewicz and Bazant. 

As a modeling tool for finite ele.ent progr •••• the micropl.n •• pproach 
seems to have a particular potential. This approach is based on • 1938 idea 
of Taylor according to which the material behavior may be specified by 
stress-strain relations for the components of str •• se. and strains .cting on 
planes of various ori.ntations in the microstructure, c.lled the 
microplanes. These are then combined according to • weak variational 
principle into a macroscopic stress-strain r.lation. By virtue of the f.ct 
that the stress-strain rel.tion on the microplane do.s not have to deal with 
tensor components and invariance, the number of variables is greatly reduced 
and conceptual simplicity achieved (the tensorial invariance requirements 
are automatically satisfied by combining the responses from the planes of 
all orientations). A microplane model of this type was first dev.loped for 
tensile cracking in 1973 by Bazant and Oh and later extended by Gambarova 
and Floris (19). It was also shown capable of modeling the resistance of 
cracks to shear. Future d.velopment should probably also take into account 
recent successes in the modeling of microcrack arrays, although for concrete 
this would be compounded by the difficulties of the aggregate structure. 

4. CRACKING 

In the early studies. concrete was assumed to have no tensile resistance. 
This idealization conveniently circumvented all the difficulties associated 
with the stress drop after cracking. However, in many types of failure. 
generally all the so-called brittle failures of concrete structures. the 
concept of a no-tension material grossly underestimates the carrying 
capacity, and even more the energy absorption capacity. A pioneering idea 
occurred to Rashid (20) in his famous paper in Nuclear Engineering and 
Design. in which he proposed to consider cracking to be smeared and handle 
it by a reduction of material stiffness in the cracked finite element. 
coupled with a stress drop to zero. This idea was further extended in 1971 
in Scanlon'S dissertation. who recognized the need to provide for a gradual 
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.tr ••• d.cr ••••• i .•.• tr.in .oft.ning, and modeled it by .ucce •• ive drop. 
in .tiffn •••• Aside fro. the mod.ling of cr.ck ••• interala.ent crack •• 
introduced in 1967 by Hlo and Scordeli •• the conc.pt of .... r.d cracking 
b.cam. p.rticul.rly popul.r in the analy.i. of nucl •• r r.actor v •••• l. and 
cont.inment •• nd led to many analytical .ucc •••••. 

Th.s ••• rly .ucc •••• s c.n for .xampl. b. docua.nt.d by the analysis of the 
spr.ad of cracking in the cro.. .ection of • pr.str •• sed concr.t. pr •• sur. 
v.s.el report.d by Zienkiewicz. Ow.n and Hayak (21). see Fig. 3, or the 
dynamic analy.is of tha cracking •• qu.nce in a pr.str.ss.d concr.t. reactor 
v.s •• l for a sodium-cool.d bre.d.r r.actor. obtained in a hypothetical core 
disruptive accident; March.rtu .t .1. (22). s •• Fi,. 4. As anoth.r of the 
.arly .ucc ••••• of compl.x nonlin.ar finite .l ••• nt .n.ly.is, on •• hould 
.ention the work of a.bor., Zi ••• r •• nn and Wolf (23), in which a 
hypothetic.l aircr.ft cr •• h onto a contaia.ant .hell wu analyzed uaina a 
sophisticat.d pluticity .odel with noncircular deviatoric cross •• ctions; 
s •• Fig. 5 (cf .• lso Zimaaraana (100». 
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Early finite results of Zienkiewicz et al. (21) showing the load
deflection diagram and the spread of cracking zones in a 
prestressed concrete pres sur. vessel. 

The smeared cracking approach, however, was soon discovered to have some 
serious problems which may (although need not) make the solution invalid. 
As transpired already in the discussions between ~illam and Batant at SKiRT 
3, London, the diagrams of load versus length of the cracking zone or load 
versus load-point displacements, and even more importantly the amount of 
dissipated energy, do not exhibit correct convergence as the mesh is 
refined. The results suffer from spurious mesh sensitivity. This is 
documented by Fig. 6 which shows the results of a rectangular panel in which 
a smeared cracking band propagates from an initially weaker element, the 
front of the cracking band being always localized to a single finite 
element. Subsequent years saw lively debates, first about the significance 
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Early finite re.ult. of Zi.nki.wicz at al. (21) showing the load
deflection diagram and the spread of cracking zones in a 
pr.stress.d concr.t. pr.ssur. v.s •• l. 

The smeared cracking approach. howev.r, was soon discovered to have some 
serious problems which may (.lthough need not) make the solution invalid. 
As transpired already in the discussions b.tw •• n Willam and Balant at SKiRT 
3, London, the diagrams of load versus length of the cracking zone or load 
versus load-point displace •• nts, and .v.n more importantly the amount of 
dissipated energy, do not exhibit corr.ct convergence as the mesh is 
refined. The results suffer from spurious mesh sensitivity. This is 
documented by Fig. 6 which shows the results of a rectangular panel in which 
a smeared cracking band propagates from an initially weaker element, the 
front of the cracking band being always localized to a single finite 
element. Subsequent years saw lively debates, first about the significance 
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of the probl ••• and after this wa. generally recognized. about the r •• edies. 
Many kinds of r •• edies were proposed and examined. The successful one •• 
however. all contained the basic features of fracture .. chanics. 

5. FRACTURE. DAMAGE. AND STRAIN· SOFl'EllNG 

Fracture .echanics is a failure theory which (1) deteraine. failure on the 
basis of energy criteria or combined energy and strength criteria. and (2) 
takes into account the fact that the failure i. not st.ultaneoua in various 
parts of the structure but propalates through the structure. From the 
practical viewpoint. the most i.portant consequence of the fracture 
.echanics aspects of failure is the .ize effect, which is related to the 
spurious me.h sensitivity in finite element calculations already .entioned. 
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Fig. 4 Finite element results of Karchertas et a1. (26) for the cracking 
pattern caused by a hypothetical core-disruptive accident in a 
prestressed concrete guard vessel for a sodium-cooled reactor. 
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Example of propagation of cracking band in a rectangular panel 
under tenaion, analysed by .. shes A. I. C of sizes 4:2:1 (24). 

The size effect i. defined by comparing geo.etrlcally similar structures of 
different slze.. According to any theory with a strength criterion or a 
failure surface in the stress or strain space, such as the plastic liait 
analysis or elastic allowable stress de.lgn, geometrically similar 
structure. of different sizes fail at the s ... value of the nominal stress, 
i.e. the failure shows no size effect. Not so in structures which exhibit 
fracture, either localized or distributed, the latter case being called the 
strain-softening. 

The size effect began to be debated intensely at SKiRT conferences in the 
early 1980's, and a thorough discussion was presented at SKiRT 7 by Bazant 
(24); see Fig. 7, which shows a typical plot of the nominal stress at 
failure, N, versus the relative structure size, d, normalized with respect 
to the aggregate size, da , in logarithmic scales. As this plot reveals, the 
size effect is small for small structure sizes, and strength criteria for 
plastic limit analysis are then adequate. By contrast, for very large 
structure sizes, the size effect plot asymptotically approaches a straight 
line of slope -0.5, which is exactly the size effect of linear elastic 
fracture mechanics, a theory in which all the fracture process is assumed to 
be concentrated in a point and the rest of the structure to behave 
elastically. This size effect is the strongest possible. Real structures 
exhibit a transitional size effect between plastic limit analysis and linear 
elastic fracture mechanics. 

The size effect can be exploited for determining the b~aic nonlinear 
fracture parameters, including the fracture energy Gf (32), the elastically 

equivalent size of the fracture process zone cf ' and the crack tip opening 
displacement, as well as the R-curve (Fig. 7 top right). Size effect 
measurements make it possible to determine the dependence of fracture energy 
on temperature and on moisture content. 
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Fig. 7 The size effect 1 .. for blunt fracasre, .aDifested by a dependence 
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si.ilar .peci.en, and te.t resul~ (32) for .peciaena of various 
geometries, frOll which the fracture enerKJ can be obtained • lefe; 
dependence of fraceure energy on te.perat:ure at vet and dry 
state., obtained from size effect tasta - right. 

It must be emphasized that the size effect shown in Fig. 7 is not always 
followed, and this comment is important to nuclear structu~es.. Some 
failures are ductile in nature and lead to a single-degree-of-freedom 
mechanism at the maximum load. However, many failures of concrete 
structures are inevitably brittle, and the fracture mechanics size effect 
shown in Fig. 7 is then the dominant one. These include the diagonal shear 
failure of beams and one-way slabs, the punching shear failure of slabs or 
shell walls, the torsional failure of beams, the pullout failure of 
reinforcing bars, the failure of anchors as well as splices, and the ring 
and beam failures of unreinforced pipes. In the case of prestressed 
concrete pressure vessels, the size effect is likely to also occur for the 
cryptodome failure of the top slab due to internal pressurization. A 
typical characteristic of all of these failures is that the failure does not 
occur at the fi~st cracking initiation, but only after a large cracking zone 
or fracture has already developed. 
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Through the papers and diacuasions at the 1aat three SKiRT conference. (e.g. 
Pfeiffer et al. (25), Pan et al. (26), aatant (24), Carpinteri and Spiga 
(27), Pan et a1. (28), Saouaa end Droz (29), Batant, Pijaudier-Cabot and 
Pret (30), Roelfstra and Wittmann (31), aatant, Prat and Pfeiffer (32), 
Brilhwiller et a1. (33), Willam and Sture (34), Batant and Chang (35), Rokugo 
et al. (36), etc.), it became clear that the aize effect is an essential 
feature which must be exhibited by the finite element code (see also 
Zimmermann). This can of course be achieved only by incorporating the basic 
features of fracture mechanics, which can be implemented in diverse ways. 

Various types of fracture propagation eriteria and te.ting methods for 
fracture properties of concrete were discua.ed at SKiRT 7, Chicago, by Shah 
(37). Basically, there are two different, but in principle equivalent, 
modeling choices: (1) either sharp interelement cracks or (2) .meared 
cracking concentrated in a band whose width is either a material property, 
as in the crack band model, or is determined from a characteristic length of 
the material, as in the recent nonlocal models; Batant, Pijaudier-Cabot and 
Prat (30). The ameared cracking approach ia probably siapler to implement 
in finite element code. and ha. traditionally been popular with numerical 
analysts. The .imple.t prototype of the fracture mechanics approach to 
smeared cracking, the crack band model, i. illustrated in Fig. 8. This 
figure shows the fracture proce.s zone as a zone of distributed cracking 
around the front of the final sharp fracture, and the softening stress
strain relation in the transverse direction which is assuaed to govern the 
behavior in the fracture process zone, who.e width is in this model assumed 
to be constant. In the more general nonlocal models, of which the nonlocal 
continuum with local strain (or nonlocal damage) is quite easy to implement 
in a finite element code, the width of the crack band front is not fixed but 
can vary, although it is essentially deterained by the characteristic length 
of the material, a property which i. related to the statistical 
characteristics of the heterogeneous microstructure . 
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Fig. 8 Crack band model and strain-softening stress-strain relations 
used (24). 
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The physical reason for the transitional .ize effect betwe.n plasticity and 
linear elastic fractur •• echanlc. i. the development of a large fracture 
process zone. Microscopic observations of this zone are difficult and have 
been only partially succe •• ful (s.e e.I. the works of Shah, Cedolin, Darwin, 
etc.) . Illuminating was the finite el.ment simulation of fracture p'roc ••• 
zone evolution presented at SMiRT 9 by Roelf.tra (17); .ee Fig. 9. Bazant 
and Lin recently obtained .imilar results with a finite elemertt code ba.ed 
on nonlocal continuum with local strain. 

Strain-.oftening which characterize. the fracture process zone 1. 
particularly iaportant for dynamic analysis, see e.g. Isenberg and 
Richardson (38), since inertia tends to delay localization of the strain
softening damage. ' 

Fig. 9 
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Roelfstra's (17) finite element simulation of the evolution of 
fracture process zone in compact tension specimen. 
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Another important a.p.ct vorth mentioning i. the .h.ar tran •• i •• ion 
capability of crack., due to aggr.gat. interlock; ••••. g. tho paper by 
Cambarova and Karakoc (39), .xt.nding th. rough crack model pre?iou.ly 
formulated by aazant and G ... barova, and tho pap.r by GaJlbarova aud noris 
(40), which .odel. crack .h.ar r •• i.tance and the dev.lopm.nt of traaaver •• 
normal .tr ••••• on .h.ar cracks by .. aDa of a .train-.oft.ning band 1D which 
microcracking happ.n. in an inclined dir.ction. Thi. model utilizes for the 
d •• cription of inclined microcracking a typical strain-.oft.ning fractur. 
model, for which the .icroplane approach, pr.viously for.ulat.d by aazant 
and Oh, vas adopt.d. 

Whil. ~nly about five y.ars ago th.r. v.r. considerable disagr •••• nt. &IIong 
exp.rt. a. to how to d.al vith strain-softening damage and fracture blunted 
by a cracking zone, today the opinions display remarkable convergence. Some 
.odel. thought to be cardinally different ar. now recognized to be only 
div.r.e but nearly equival.nt manif •• tations of the sam. principle.. The 
fundamental prop.rty appear. to b. th •• tructural .iz •• ff.ct. Th. question 
wh.ther the typical transitional .iz •• ff.ct i. corr.ctly .xhibited .hould 
b. adopted as the basic crit.rion of acc.ptability of a finite eleaeut code 
for tho analysis of failure. of nucl.ar concrete .tructur ••• 

One intriguing but important asp.ct of fracture propagation is its 
dir.ction. It has been widely assu •• d in calculations, including most 
computer codes, that fracture propagates in the direction of the aaximum 
principal stress. However, this notion was disp.lled by recent tests of 
fracture in sh.ar, of which most indicative are perhaps those 1D IIOde 3, 
conducted on cylindrical specimens subj.ct.d to torsion; aazant and Prat, 
(41), Fig. 10. In these specim.ns, weak.ned by a circumf.rential notch, the 
fracture do.s not form a spiral surfac. which corresponds to the principal 
stre.s criterion for the fracture dir.ction, but propagat.s straight in the 
cross section, which is in th. direction of maximum shear. 

Int.r.stingly, in other respects this type of fracture seems to behave in 
the same mann.r as the opening mode 1 fracture. For example, the shear 
fractur. exhibits a similar size effect (see Fig. 10), which may be 
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Size effect observed in shear (Model III) fracture tests and the 
specimen used (41). 
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exploited fol' dete1'1lining the .hear fracture ener",. How.ver. in contra.t 
to .ode 1 (opening) fracture, eIle .hear fracture energy is not a constant 
but is found to dep.nd .trongly on eIle transver.e noraal .tr ••• aero •• the 
fracture plane. 

6 . CUEP AHJ) HYGllOTHERMAL STRAINS 

Since the .arly day. of pr.str •••• d concrete r.actor v •••• l., these 
ph.nom.na have b •• n r.cogniz.d to be of particular i.portanc. b.cau.. the 
structur •• carry a high long-t.ra load. due to pr •• tr •••• and at the s ... 
ti •• are expos.d to .l.vat.d te.perature. which int.n.ify cr •• p and 
hygroth.rllal d.forllation •• uch a •• hrinkag.. At SKiRT 1, •• v.ral pap.rs 
dealt with the lIechanislI of cr •• p in concrete and it. th.rmodynamic theory, 
e.g. Baiant (42, 43), .tructural analy.is for creep, e.g. St.fano .t a1. 
(44); England and All.n (45), eff.ctiv. analy.is algorithll., e.,. 8dant 
(46), and •••• ur ••• nt of cr •• p ••. g. Browne and Blundell (47), and Brown. 
and Bamforth (48). Two important prop.rti •• of concrete which co.plicat. 
structural analysh w.re r.cogniz.d to be: (1) the long t.ra h.reditary 
(llemory) prop.rti •• , characteriz.d by a v.ry breed relaxation .pectrua with 
r.laxation ti.e. ranging froll a fraction of a second to 30 ye.rs. and (2) 
the strong eff.ct of the ag. at loading on ebe sub •• quent creep. The l.tter 
.ff.ct pr.clude. the u •• of standard linear viscoelasticity and Laplac. 
tran.for •• , and lIak •• nUII.rical finite .le .. nt an.lysi. inevitable. 
Formulation of the constitutiv. equation and it. id.ntification froll test 
data is no .asy .atter and needs to b. aided by theoretical concepts 
describing the creep lI.chanisll and the process of aging (24). 

One innovation which appeared .t SKiRT I was the introduction of the rate
type 1I0d.l, in Which the cr •• p constitutive behavior is approximated by 
either the Kelvin or the Maxwell Chain .odel. In contrast to standard (non
aging) viscoelasticity, the elastic .aduli and viscosities of the units of 
the chain had to be considered as functions of .ge, 1I0dified .ccording to 
the humidity and temperature history. The age dependence, coupled with 
approxillate therllodynamic restrictio~. was found to allow only certain 
forms of the stress-strain relation for the springs and dashpots in the 
chain. Initially a vari.ty of models existed. they used or impU.d the age 
dependence to be II&nif •• t.d by a ti8e variable elastic modulus Which r.lat.d 
eith.r (l) the strain rat. to the .tres. rat. or (2) the total stress to the 
total strain. Later it was found ebat theraodynaaie considerations perllit 
only the latt.r forll (24), although various aodels which ignore these 
thermodynamic restrictions have earlier been conceived, developed and used 
in large codes. 

The transformation of the constitutive equation for concrete creep from a 
Voltera-type integral equation with a nonconvolution kernel to a system of 
firse-order differeneial equations for internal variables corresponding to 
the Kaxwell or Kelvin chain greatly simplified computer analysis. It 
eliminated the need for storing the- history of stress for each finite 
element, effectively replacing the history by the current values of the 
internal variables. 

In addition to this, the dellands ~f the tille integration process for 
cOllputer tille were greatly reduced by invention of the so-called exponential 
algorithms. These are based on an exact integral of the system of the 
first-order differential equations in tille representing the constitutive 
equations, obtained under the assullption that the strain rate and the 
properties of the lIaterial during the tille step rellain constant. The 
algorithm of Bazant (46), extending a similar idea proposed previously for 
nonaging materials by Taylor, Pister and Goudreau as well as by Zienkiewicz 
and Watson, relloves any restrictions on the length of the time step due to 
numerical stability considerations. It permits, for the case of permanent 
constant loads, the time step to be gradually increased from minutes at the 
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tt.. of loading to yaar. as the .nd of lif.ti •• i. approach.d. lalant'. 
a,ing for. of the Maxwell chain mod.l along vith hi. exponential algoritha 
vas i.,l ... nted in a larg. finite .lem.nt eode (MORSAP-C) by S.ith, Cook and 
And.r.on (49), later r.fin.d and .xt.naively us.d by And.rson. Other large 
finit •• l •• ent code. of a .imilar nature v.r. developed by Argyri., Pi.eer, 
Szi •• at and Yillam (SO) and latant, ao •• ov, and Horrigmoe (51). AI an 
exampl. of application of the latt.r code (24), Fig. 11 .xhibits the results 
of cr •• p analy.i. of the combin.d pr •• sure and t • .,eratur •• ff.ct. in the 
corner of a pr •• tr •••• d concr.t. r.actor v •••• l •• hoving the d.fleetion 
curv •• at various tim.s. Numerous lar,.-.cal. finite element caleulations 
of ereep .ff.ct. were al.o pres.nted by Shioya .t al. (52), Aoya,i .t al. 
(53), Ch.ung and Koploy (54), Hut.rer et al. (55, 56), aodriquez.t al. 
(57), Ohnuaa .t al. (58), and Ducret et al. (59). Mo.t of the •• code. al.o 
took into account cracking, Ch.rn and Marchertaa (60), although not yet in 
the fracture .en.e, thus miSSing pos.ible .ize effects. A partieularly 
ver.atil. large code of this type, which al.o incorporated .ophi.ticated 
thermal and moisture transfer analy.is, va. developed at Argonn. by 
Marcherta., Kennedy, and Pfeiffer (61). The finite .lement analys •• vere 
supplement.d by ereep measurements on PCRV and other structure.; e.g. Hornby 
(62), Sakuta .t al. (63), etc. ' . 

Fig. 11 
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Example of a finite element creep analysis of a heated PCRV with 
age and temperature dependent creep properties (51) (deflection 
profiles at various times - bottom right, and stress distributions 
across the wall thickness at various times - bottom left). 
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On. asp.ct particularly important to nuclear structur.. is the th.rmal 
.ff.ct. Ext.n.ive .arly data w.r. present.d already at SKiRt 1 by Browne 
and Blundell (47) and later extended by Browne and a .. forth (48); .ee the 
diagram. of the compliance (strain due to unit sustained .tra •• ) a. a 
function of the stre.s duration and tha aga of loading, for room and 
el.vat.d temperatures, in Fig. 12, in which the long-t.ra r1s. ot the creep 
curves, the large effect of the ag. at 10ad1ng, and the strong .ffect of 
temperature ar. to be not.d. Such and oth.r properties were subsequently 
COdified in the BP model, and a package for the prediction of concrete 
constitutive properti.s, call.d KATPAR, was lat.r developed and refin.d to 
the great.st extent at Ontario Hydro (Huterar .t al., 1985). the 
tamparature effects becoma considerably acre complicat.d at temperature. 
beyond lOO·C, which are important not only for the analysis of accidents but 
also for soae propoaed new de.igns, such as the hot linear v •••• ls; e.g. 
Witt, Zeaann and Scheifer (64), Bazant and Fistedis (65), etc. 

Fig. 12 

---ao·c 
---- .s·c 

Long-tera creep curve. of concrete for unit constant stresses 
applied at various ages; after Browne and Blundell (47). 

the strong effect of temperature on creep seems to be slaple for a perfectly 
dried concrete, and follows quite well the theoretical concept of activation 
energy theory (rate process theory). as established by the time of SKiRT 1 
in the preceding researches of Marichal and others. the behavior is 
unfortunately (for the analyst) much more complicated in the presence of 
moisture. Changes of temperature disturb the balance of the Gibbs free 
energies (chemical potentials) between the gel water or adsorbed water in 
the micropores and the liquid or capillary water in the macropores of the 
cement paste, producing microdiffusion fluxes which are suspected of 
promoting large additional deformations. Furthermore, macroscopic diffusion 
of water through the pores of concrete is caused by temperature gradients. 
this makes experiments difficult to conduct and interpret~_ 

As transpired over the last two decades, temperature changes simultaneous 
with creep produc. additional strains beyond the steady-state creep. 
alternatively called the transitional thermal creep and stress-induced 
thermal strain. A similar effect, discovered earlier, is .xerted by 
simultaneous changes of moisture content or pore relative humidity in 
concrete. these effects are so large that they can change the creep strains 
by more than lOOt. Pioneering work in the modeling of this phenomenon was 
that of Thelandersson (1982), who not only presented a fairly complete 
picture of the surface of creep strains and unit stress as a function of 
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Creep compliance surface as a function of temperature, as reported 
for high temperatures by Thelandersson (66). 

time and temperature (Fig. 13), but also c ... with an important simple idea: 
'The thermal strain rate is the sum of the thermal dilatation rate observed 
on a material element Which is stress-free, and the stress-induced ther.al 
strain. At the saae time, the shrinkage rate is a sua of the basic 
shrinkage rate due to the rate of change of moisture content and of a 
stress-induced shrinkage rate. Later the stress-induced thermal strain rate 
and the stress-induced shrinkage rate were recognized to be identical to the 
so-called drying creep and transitional thermal creep and to represent a 
special limiting case of the thermodynamic theory for concrete creep by 
Bazant (42, 43). While 'Thelandersson (66) proposed a detailed model for the 
stress-induced thermal strain, Bazant and Chern formulated a detailed model 
for the stress-induced shrinkage; e.g. Chern et al. (67). The magnitude of 
these phenomena is well illustrated by Fig. 14 taken from 'Thelandersson 
(66), which compares the thermal compressive stress in a restrained specimen 
with the stress which is calculated in ignorance of the stress-induced 
thermal strain. 'This prediction was shown to closely agree with test 
results (Fig. 14). 'The aforementioned phenomena were mathematically 
formulated and implemented in the large 'TEMP-STRESS computer code at Argonne 
National Laboratory by Marchertas et al. (61). 

'The transient temperature effects on creep were the subjects of many other 
important studies, e.g. Roelfstra (68), Schneider and Diederichs (69), 
Schneider, Herbst and Diederichs (70), Schimmelpfenig and Altes (71), Vydra, 
Diederichs and Schneider (72), etc. Further important studies of thermal 
creep properties were presented by Schwesinger (73). Altes et al. (74), 
Kaplan and Roux (75), Seeberger, Belli and Hilsdorf (76), Kasami et al.(77), 
Schneider and Diederichs (78), Veber et al. (79, 80) and others. 
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Fig. 14 
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Thermal strain model with and without stress-induced deviatoric 
thermal strain compared with experi8ent; after Thelandersson (66). 

An important application aside from nuclear reactor structures is in the 
field of nuclear waste disposal - the de.ilD of a concrete plug for an 
underground depository; Pfeiffer and Keaaedy (81). 

In view of certain postulated core-disruptive accidents, thermal analyses 
were also conducted for various possible desilDs of prestressed concrete 
reactor vessels made of refractory concretes; e.g. Balant, Chern, 
Seidensticker and Karchertas (82). 

7. HEAT AND KOISTURE TRANSFER. IN CONCREIE 

The hygrothermal effects on concrete cr_p whieb we just discussed cannot be 
analyzed without calculating the distributions of temperature, moisture 
content and pore pressure at various t18es throughout the structure. This 
is also a rather complex task, which occupied the researchers at SKiRT since 
the early days. At the t:Lae of SKiRT 1, the diffusion of moisture through 
the pores of concrete at constant temperature vas generally considered to be 
adequately described by a linear diffusion equation, as proposed in the 
1930's by Carlsson. However, extensive fitting exercises of the 
measurements of humidity distributions and weight loss curves measured by 
Honfore at Portland Cement Association, Skokie, and others revealed, in an 
early study at Northwestern University by Baiant and Najjar, that the 
moisture diffusion problem is strongly nonlinear (24). Surprisingly, the 
moisture permeability and diffussivity decrease approximately 20-times as 
the pore relative humidity decreases frOil 90\ to 60\. This produces a very 
strong nonlinearity of the initial-boundary value problem, which must be 
taken into account in finite element codes .. Batant and Najjar's (24) 
nonlinear diffusion model bas been generally adopted by programmers, e.g. 
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Fig. 15 
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Measure.ents of vater diffusion coefficient in concrete, 
confiraing its approxiaately 20·fold drop due to water content, 
previously deduced indirectly by fittina transient .easurements; 
after Vittaaan, Roelfsta and x..p (88). 

Argyris et al. (83), Marchertas et a1. (84), and was further verified by 
experimentalists (Fig. 15) and given more detailed explanations. Vittmann, 
Roelfstra and Kemp (85) presented results of sophisticated diffusion studies 
in concrete in vhich the aforementioned nonlinearity of the diffusion 
equation vas taken into account and tha .icrostructure was traated at three 
levels: micro, meso, and macro (Fig. 16). Roelfstra (17) simulated the 
shrinkage strains using finite element analysis of randomly generated 
microstructure and taking into account crackin&. including the phenomenon of 
instability of parallel craeks which enforces crack arrest and increases 
opening of the leading cracks. as previously astablished by Bazant and 
Ohtsubo; see Fig. 16. This study included a relativa estimate of the ratio 
of shrinkage strains with and without cracking (Fig. l6e). 

It is most interesting that the transitional creep phenomena due to changes 
of temperature and humidity are exhibited also in shear or deviatoric 
deformations. as proposed by Thelandersson (66) as well as Batant and Chern 
(Fig. 14). This was confirmed in torsional-axial creep tests at various 
confining pressures, conducted at Northwestern University in a novel high
temperature creep testing machine by Baiant and Prasannan (86). These tests 
reveal intricate effects of various moisture regimes; see e.g. Fig. 17, 
which shows the response curves at l20·C measured on pressurized specimens 
subjected to torque, which were: (1) tested after being sealed in the wet 
state (test no. 1), (2) tested after being sealed in a dried state (test no. 
2), and (3) tested in an unsealed state, being initially wet (test no. 3). 
Vbile at room temperature, the largest creep in such tests is obtained in 
the specimen which is unsealed and is drying simultaneously with creep, the 
opposite is surprisingly found to happen at high temperatures. The highest 
creep is exhibited by the specimen sealed in the wet state, while the creep 
of the unsealed and drying specimen is substantially lower. So is the creep 
of a specimen tested in water, which imbibes water during the creep. The 
explanation, at present still hypothetical, is that the moisture leaves the 
unsealed drying specimen so fast (due to the aforementioned increase in 
diffussivity) that the specimen becomes essentially dry already at the 
beginning of the test (which agrees with the fact that dried concrete has 
negligible creep). The reason that a specimen submerged in highly 
pressurized water at high temperatures creeps less than a sealed specimen 
may be due to some chemical reactions similar to autoclaving, which may 
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10 I. I- I-(t-\,I III DilTS 

Microllode1ing of water diffusion through the mortar in concrete 
(a, b), with calculated isohygres (constant R. H. lines) (b); 
micromodeling of shrinkage (c, d, e), with the evolution of 
cracking (d); and comparison of overall strains with and without 
cracking; after Wittmann, Roelfatra and Ramp (88), and Roelfstra 
(17) . 
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Fig. 17 
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Measured effects of moisture ref!.es on shear and normal creep 
strain of cylindrical spect.ens (0 6 in. diameters) at 120·C, due 
to torque (left) and to axial co.pression (right) (1 - s .. led wet, 
2 - sealed dry, 3 - unsealed, initially wet); after Batant and 
Prasannan (88).· 

strengthen concrete. The tests shown at the left of Fig. 16 were conducted 
under torque, so as to eliminate the hygrothermal volume changes from their 
evaluetion. 

The thermal creep phenomena are of considerable interest for the analysis of 
accidents, e.g. sodium spills or molten core, in which the surface of a 
massive concrete wall protected by a steel liner is very rapidly heated to 
high temperatures. If the liner remains intact, moisture cannot escape at 
the surface but is forced deep into the concrete wall. This creates a layer 
of dried hot concrete right under the liner, and behind it a layer of 
supersaturated concrete with an increased water content, which is also very 
hot. Much effort has been devoted, especially at Argonne National 
Laboratory, to the calculation of the response of a concrete vessel to such 
an accident. 

A curious fact, difficult to model mathematically, is the observation (made 
from various tests of large heated blocks) that the pore pressures measured 
inside the concrete are surprisingly low. They are far less than the 
pressures which would be calculated assuming a saturated pore to behave as a 
rigid container completely filled by water at room temperature and 
subsequently heated. Certain, not i.plausible, hypotheses about extra pore 
space, as well as creation of further pore space by pressurized pore water, 
made it possible to obtain reasonable agreements of theory with various 
types of test results. However, extensive further research will be needed 
to achieve full understanding. Calculation of the pore pressure is very 
important, since it causes cracking and macroscopic fracture and may even 
lead to the so-called explosive spalling of concrete (observed e.g. by 
Sullivan and Zamann (87), in which buckling of the surface layer separated 
by a fracture no doubt plays an important role. 

Calculations of this type are also a necessary part of the analysis of the 
chemical interaction of liquid sodium, molten steel or molten reactor core 
with concrete. Many tests have been conducted at various laboratories; see 
references in Ba!ant (24), as well as Fritzke and Schultheiss (88), 
Schneider, Ehm and Diederichs (89), Fritzke and Schultheiss (90), Massa et 
al. (91), etc. 
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If gradient. of both .pecific moi.ture content and temper.ture are pre.ent, 
one needs to con.ider the .o-called coupled diffusion. The ,eneral,theory 
wa. expounded long ago by Luikov .nd otber.. In tbeir foraul.tion., tbe 
fluxes of moi.ture .nd temperature depend on both gr.dient., i.e. coupled 
fluxes .re pre.ent. However, a more c.reful .tudy for concrete indic.ted 
th.t this formul.tion is for the mo.t p.rt, an unnec •••• ry complication. If 
the driving force of moisture transfer tbrough tbe pores of concr.te i. 
considered to be the pore pressure, which amount. to Darcy'. diffusion law, 
then the moisture transfer can be considered to be • consequence of • single 
driving force and the .eparate effect. of te.per.ture gr.dient and pore 
water content gradient come merely as different manife.tations. 

Compared to the early picture at the first SKiRT, •• urpri.ing pbenoaenon 
was di.covered with regard to the dependence of the perm •• bility and 
diffu •• ivity of moisture in concrete on temperature. Aa .hown in 1977 at 
the Brazilian nucle.r conference .nd later .t SKiRT by Batant (92, 93) (.1.0 
!.dant, Chem and Thonguthai (94», and indAapendently by Ch.pll&ll and Engl.nd 
(95), the diffu •• ivity of moisture incr •••••• bout 200-time ••• tb. 
temperature pa •••• from 90 to llO·C. This cr •• te ••• trong nonline.rity in 
the diffu.ion equ.tion for moi.tur. tran.f.r .nd c.u.e. proble •• in 
numeric.l c.lcul.tion.. The phy.ic.l explan.tion of this intere.ting 
phenomenon b .eill only conjectured; prob.bly the incr.a.e of temp.r.ture 
removes very n.rrow, molecular-size necks on the p .... g •• of v.ter through 
the pore. of concret., .uch that the pore volume change caused by the 
flattening of these necks i. negligible, since no .ppreciable change in 
porosity is observed. This phenomenon was sodeled in the TEMP-STRESS code 
at Argonne National Laboratory by Karcbertas and Kennedy: Some partially 
similar phenomena were also observed by D.yan and Glueckler (96), .nd 
various discussions of physical mechanism. and further in.ights were 
provided by Kamp, Roelfstra and Wittmann (97), Schneider and Herbst (98), 
Jonasson (99) and other •. 

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

Having completed this apercu of research highlight., one c.nnot miss to 
ob.erve th.t advances over the nearly two dec.de. th.t .la.p.d sine. the 
first SHiRT have probably been greater than over any two previous dec.des in 
the history of material. research in concrete. Thi. baa of course co.. due 
to the fact that the av.ilability of computational tool. makes .ophisticated 
material models worthwbile and at the time make. their d.velopm.nt, 
identification and evaluation possible. The .dv.nces in viscoel •• tic 
behavior, hygrothermal bebavior, constitutive models, and fracture mechanics 
created a scene that fundamentally differs from that at the time of the 
first conference. 

The progress in fracture is perhaps most conspicuous. Only .bout a dec.de 
ago, fracture mechanics of concrete was considered to be a curiosity for the 
researchers and was generally deemed inapplicable to concrete structures. 
This was of course not due to any ignorance on the part of concrete 
designers. Linear elastic fracture .echanics had been tried and found 
invalid for concrete, at least on the structure scales explored at those 
times. Then, after the strain-softening models ran into a quagmire, 
research on fracture started, first perhaps from desperation;- but soon it 
led to lively dialogue and disagreements, and recently crystalized into a 
broad consensus on most basic issues. At the moment, the fracture mechanics 
theory of concrete seems to be ready for practical application, not only in 
the finite element analysis of concrete structures, which should be 
particularly important for nuclear vessels and containments, but also for 
implementation in design codes. We might well be standing today at the 
threshold of a revolution in concrete design and structural analysis. 
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